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Click here to visit our website www.trophomes.com
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Exclusive, Stylish
and Romantic

Immersed in
Balinese Mystique

Photography by Gabriel Ulung
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The comfort and services of a first-class hotel with the
relaxing tranquillity of a secluded private resort.
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Villa Kembali offers an
ingenuous combination of

original and traditional archi-
tecture and interior design.

illa Kembali is a contemporary interpre-

tation of traditional Balinese architecture

artfully combined with modern amenities

to create a relaxed environment in harmony with its

natural surroundings.

Comprised of 7 individual alang-alang-roofed

structures (the dining pavilion, the kitchen, the living

room/bar, bedrooms 1 & 2, bedrooms 3 & 4, bedroom

5 and the massage bale) Villa Kembali has a triple

spa pool at river level and a swimming pool on the

middle level. Bedroom 5 has its own plunge pool.

From the impressive main entry stairs there is

access to a spacious dining pavilion. It features a

high-thatched ceiling, a large round teak table –

seating ten to twelve – with stunning views over the

river and pool below. An adjoining fully-equipped

European-style kitchen caters to every need and

includes a comprehensive East meets West

menu. Three of the expansive air-conditioned king

This multi-structure villa, a little west of Seminyak,
offers many of the attributes treasured in the old-
world Bali style: seclusion in a natural environment,
a blending of living areas with the surrounding
tropical gardens and separate buildings for
specific purposes. And this large villa cascades
down a delightful series of terraces that reach the
small river seen here.
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bedrooms are accessed via romantic pathways

leading from the dining pavilion. The fifth king-sized

bedroom is at entry level above the dining pavilion

with its own decked plunge pool.

White walls and dark wood trim enhance the

villa’s cream terrazzo floors, juxtaposed against the

greenery of the tropical plants located throughout

the property. High ceilings in the open pavilions add

another dimension of spaciousness, with overhead

fans for added ventilation. All bedrooms, gracious in

proportion, have king-size beds with draped mosquito

net canopies, air-conditioners and overhead fans.

Beautiful antique furniture and carved wooden

architectural features add to the ambience of the

elegant interiors. From each of the king bedrooms,

glass panelled doors open onto private terraces

overlooking the garden and pool areas.

A large informal lounge bale (Balinese gazebo)

overlooks the pool and river, making the ideal spot for

afternoon drinks and quiet repose. The sound of slow

flowing water from the river below and the dancing of

bamboo in the breeze provide a natural serenade.

Open living spaces on Kembali are made possible,
and completely private, by the seclusion of this

villa, and its complete envelopment within a deep
and leafy forest that walls off both sides of the villa

and turns the facing river bank into a dense
backdrop of tropical foliage.

A haven of refined indulgence,
set within the breathtaking

beauty of the real Bali.
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The villa’s private little world of tranquillity and indulgence lies in the midst of the
traditional village of Cepaka. Village and villa are set, jewel-like, in a dramatic setting of
the volcanoes of Bali, with emerald terraces of rice, tropical forests and ancient temples
all around.

Cepaka lies safely beyond the urban sprawl, which has overrun Kuta Beach and
Seminyak – yet it is still close to Bali’s fabled attractions, including its diverse and vibrant
night-life.  Popular tourist destinations like Kintamani, Tanah Lot and Ubud are easily
accessible.

The villa sits above a tributary of the famous Ayang River on the southwestern coast
of Bali. North of Legian and Seminyak, the drive there takes you past verdant terraced
rice fields and spectacular scenery.

Location


